LIVING AND DINING
FURNITURE
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VILLEROY&BOCH

Tradition since 1748

Timeless elegance, innovative design and exceptional quality: this is what the name Villeroy&Boch
has stood for decades. Based on this tradition, designers and product managers develop collections
and concepts that create living environments. Like almost no other brand, Villeroy&Boch is deeply
rooted in European culture. And just as only a major brand can do, it has managed to maintain its
identity while keeping up with the times.
There are only a few companies in the world that can

only developed into a renowned ceramic manufactu-

look back on 270 years of success.

rer, but also into an international lifestyle brand. In the

What began in 1748 with a small pottery in Audun-le

course of its 270-year history, various products have set

Tiche, France, has now become one of the world‘s

milestones in the company‘s history. The 14 production

leading brands for tableware, bathroom and wellness.

sites in Europe, Mexico and Thailand are controlled

The unique mixture of family responsibility for eight

from the company headquarters in Mettlach/Germany.

generations and innovative management has made

Around 7,500 employees develop, design and manu-

Villeroy&Boch worldwide successfully over the past

facture high-quality ceramic products for markets in

centuries. Since its foundation, the company has not

125 countries.

ALT LUXEMBURG
The worldwide popular tableware series
dates back to 1770 and is still part of the
assortment today. It was recently
reinterpreted under the name “Brindille“.
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METTLACHER PLATTEN
Eugen Boch‘s idea to produce a floor
mosaic from ceramic for the first time was an
unbelievable success at the time. From 1852
the tiles called “Mettlacher Platten“ were
produced in Mettlach.

NEWWAVE
For its special design and innovative
die-casting process, the series was awarded
the Innovation Prize of the
German Economy in 2004.

VICLEAN
A modern shower toilet that combines
hygiene, comfort, sustainability and
innovative design and creates a new
dimension in toilet culture.
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CORE COMPETENCE

Ceramics

Ceramics have always shaped the history of Villeroy&Boch.
A material that has been constantly reinterpreted and continuously further developed
in the company. With love for craftsmanship. With the latest production methods.
And with a very precise eye for detail.
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Villeroy&Boch is divided into the divisions bathroom

The industry-wide pioneering achievements also in-

and wellness and tableware and offers products for

clude the easy-care ceramic surface CeramicPlus and

private households as well as for projects and objects.

the material innovation Quaryl®, which enables par-

The interplay of elegant designs, innovative materials

ticularly precise edges and thus an extraordinary shape

and technical expertise forms the special signature of

design. In the field of tableware trends are being set

Villeroy&Boch. The company has already set trends

with innovative shapes and food specials with special

worldwide with numerous innovations. It is regarded

functions. The brand’s modern products convince not

as a driving innovator in the industry. In the bathroom

only market partners and end consumers, but also ju-

and wellness sector, the DirectFlush WC without flush-

rors of internationally renowned design competitions.

ing rim sets new standards of hygiene with its intelli-

Numerous design and innovation awards confirm the

gent water supply.

constant development of the premium brand.
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VILLEROY&BOCH

Furniture

We have been convincing our customers with our products in the areas of tableware as well as
bathroom and wellness for decades. As an international lifestyle brand, we now offer them a Villeroy&Boch
brand living concept from a single source with the license products flooring, lighting and furniture for
the living, dining and sleeping area as well as for the kitchen.
We at Villeroy&Boch are now showing what it means

While an open kitchen, dining and living area has long

to transform living, eating, relaxing and sleeping into a

been established in today’s living environments, bath-

holistic brand experience: With a coordinated furniture

rooms and bedrooms are now increasingly combining

range consisting of upholstered and box furniture for

to form a common place for relaxation and well-being.

the living and dining areas as well as beds and furniture

We are now taking the design of these new, open living

for the sleeping area, we now offer even more inspira-

areas even more into our own hands. In product deve-

tion for the design of your own living and feel-good are-

lopment, we make use of our design expertise and

as. Together with the tableware and bathroom and well-

cleverly stage our brand DNA in product design:

ness products as well as the licensed products kitchen

ceramic elements have been integrated as well as mo-

furniture, lighting and laminate, Villeroy&Boch now

dern interpretations of design elements from 270 years

offers an integrated brand concept for modern living.

of brand history. They thus ensure a high recognition
value and a strong differentiation in the market.
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“METTLACHER PLATTEN”

as an element of design

The “Mettlacher Platten” are an essential part of the success story of the Villeroy&Boch brand.
Eugen Boch’s idea of producing a ceramic floor mosaic for the first time was an unbelievable success
at the time and made the tiles and the brand known worldwide. We take up this success story: In the
furniture we have reinterpreted the famous design of the mosaic tile and created an unmistakable
furniture design with the element from the brand DNA.

The “Mettlacher Platte” – the original

In the German-French border region, the Villeroy and

Around 1850 the first model was mass-produced in the

Boch families have experienced the development of

large factory in Mettlach. The famous tile design with

Europe with its economic upturns wars and revolutions

the model number 1 consisted of small rhombuses of

up close and have clearly shaped their time. At the

five by five centimetres, which formed a mosaic togeth-

center of the company was always one thing: ceramics.

er. This model of the first hour was characterized by

Even then, driven by a spirit of innovation, Villeroy

the so-called “Trompe l’oeil” effect: The small rhom-

&Boch developed ceramic floor tiles for the first

buses, in interaction with each other, pretend a spatial

time in the middle of the 19th century. These became

effect through perspective representation. In a modern

an inimitable success: many tried and still try to copy

way, this tile pattern can now be found as a design

them, but the quality of the original remains unrivalled

element in the new Villeroy&Boch furniture, giving it a

to this day.

very individual touch of its own.

Old originals of the “Mettlacher Platten” can still be found today in many places steeped in history. For example
in the Cologne Cathedral or the Holland Tunnel, which connects the island of Manhattan with the mainland of
New Jersey. The “Mettlacher Platten” were even used on the Titanic. These tiles can still be found today in the company headquarter, the Old Abbey in Mettlach. The original tile of the furniture pattern “Carré” has been laid here.
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Perfectly
matched!

LIVING AND
DINING FURNITURE
Collection Villeroy&Boch-

MOSAÏQUE
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MIRA

Filigree design classics

SIDE PANELS
FOR AESTHETES
The MIRA sofa is captivating
for its filigree design language.
The special part about it: the
design of the side section can
be selected as desired. Whether
in leather or fabric, the side
section in a smooth cover or as
MIRA carré – with an elegant,
deep-drawn diamond pattern
reminiscent of the ‘Mettlacher
Platte’ – the choice is yours!

FILIGREE FURNITURE LEGS

in different metal colours

The upholstered-furniture legs for
this and other sofas can be ordered
in a variety of shapes and in glossy
chrome, silver, bronze-coloured or

Pretty COMPANIONS

black finishes. An all-round plinth

Both the soft, feminine accent

is beautifully integrated into the

armchair ELLA (see photo page

design of this item of furniture.

12) and the striking original
armchair MIRA can be perfectly
combined with the MIRA sofa.

Mira Carré
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Decide for yourself!

MIRA – Filigree design classic 13

For cosy

		

COMPANY

To match the living area, the ADARA dining
bench gives you the option of side-section
panels in an elegant, deep-drawn diamond
pattern in leather.
The benches are available in different seat
widths, with or without backs. This is guaranteed to turn your dining area into your
favourite place.

GOURMETS IN THE LIVING AREA
The MATEO chair is available with or without armrests.

A perfect
COUPLE

In addition to the elegant hairpin frame, choose from wooden legs in oiled oak or black oak. Just the way you like it!

To match the seating
furniture, the AMARA
collection also offers dining tables
in a variety of frame versions and
in different sizes (from 160 cm to 200 cm).
The tables get their special look and functionality
thanks to the table top in ceramic – the core

ADARA

competence of Villeroy & Boch.

Seating comfort meets modern design
14

ADARA – Seating comfort meets modern design 15

A special

		
CONNECTION
AMARA taps into Villeroy & Boch’s core expertise in
ceramics: as an accent door, in back panels or as a table
top. Choose between Carrara in a marble look, the elegant Zaha, the warm Tabacco or dark Basalto.

FOR
DESIGN LOVERS
AMARA carré sets special design
accents with its expressive front,
which is inspired by the famous tile
design of Villeroy & Boch. For those
who prefer a calm, modern design,
AMARA is also available with a
smooth front.
The choice is yours!

AMARA

creates accents

AMARA

System furniture of the highest precision
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AMARA is versatile in colour, too: with classic white lacquer, modern light grey, elegant
palazzo and timeless anthracite, there’s nothing left to be desired. The highlight: selected highboards are also available in the expressive accent colours of emerald green and ocean blue.

AMARA – System furniture of the highest precision 17

PERFECT

in combination

All of the AMARA box furniture are
available in smooth and carré versions.
In combination with the ceramic fronts,
the furniture becomes a special eye-catcher.
Assemble your favourite combination yourself!

EXTRAORDINARILY
CONVERTIBLE
AMARA lowboards, sideboards and highboards
come to you on different leg versions.
Whether on simple adjustable legs, modern
hairpin legs or on timeless metal legs – these
can be selected to match the legs of the upholstered furniture.

WITH LOVING ATTENTION

to detail

AMARA

Elegant & versatile
18

The cabinet furniture from the AMARA series, with fine millings and
filigree frames, stand for workmanship with a lot of love for detail. The
features known as ‘collars’ are optionally available for sideboards and
chests of drawers and create a very special look.

AMARA – Elegant and versatile 19

Open-space living
		 free of compromises
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MOSAÏQUE
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ExclusiMATERIALS
ve
With AMARA, all of the glass elements
are made of grey-tinted glass known as
‘Parsol glass’. This gives the freestanding cabinets an additional aesthetic.

SPATIAL EFFECT
Depending on the viewing angle, the carré
pattern of the fronts appears in very different
shapes. To preserve this optical effect, all of the
lacquered fronts feature handle-less push-toopen operation.

AMARA

Harmonious & atmospheric
22

Special

AMBIENCE

Light makes things even cosier:
all of the home furnishings can be
fitted with energy-saving LED lights.

AMARA – Harmonious&atmospheric 23

Easy-care
ALL-ROUNDER
The matching coffee and side tables by
AMARA in a variety of shapes and heights
are ready for anything with their ceramic
top: the ceramic is scratch-resistant, easy to
clean and permanently colour-fast.

Time to cuddle

MAYLA

Hidden highlights

The MAYLA sofa is captivating for its special seating comfort. To make things really
cosy, the MAYLA sofa can optionally be
fitted with a motorised seat extension.
The sofa’s perfectly crafted side section
design ensures an exceptional look.

MILO

Really cosy

The comfortable MILO armchair with integrated swivel and rocker function and headrest
adjustment invites you to dream and relax. Just like the MAYLA sofa, MILO is also available in a
variety of leather and fabric qualities and colours.
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ALIA

MAKING YOUR HOME

even more beautiful

Noble & timeless

High-quality materials and perfect craftsmanship ensure outstanding seating comfort! Both
the ALIA dining benches and the COSMO
chairs are available with the filigree hairpin base
frame or traditional wooden legs in oiled natural oak or black oak.

When guests EXPECTED
are
AMARA dining tables are available on hairpin frames and
on wooden legs in black or oak. The version with wooden
legs also features a pull-out function with which the table
can be extended to up to 300 cm.

ONLY THE BEST MATERIALS

for your furniture

Choose from an extensive selection of cover
materials in a wide variety of colours! For
some of the upholstered suites, you can
combine fabric and leather covers with one
another in different colours. Create a favourite
combination of your very own!
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Desi
gn-orientedPIECES OF FURNITURE
		
Their plain elegance and harmonious curves make ELLA accent
furniture special eye-catchers. Filigree furniture legs round out this
picture. A chaise longue and single-seater armchair are at home in
any design-oriented home.

ELLA

Harmonious curves

COMBINING

desired

As with the other upholstered suites, ELLA
can be selected from a variety of fabric and
leather covers in different colours. Discover the
numerous possible combinations of accent
furniture and create modern highlights in
the living area!

CONTRASTING SEAMS
In most upholstery models, the seams of some
leather colours can be finished in contrasting yarn.
We’ll be delighted to advise you.
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ELLA – Harmonious curves 29

LICENSEES

of the sector “living“
W.SCHILLIG Polstermöbelwerke GmbH & Co. KG

Fey & Co. GmbH

Störmer GmbH & Co. KG

SWISS KRONO Tec AG

Am Weinberg 20 – 22

Rheiner Straße 145

Industriestraße 62

Museggstrasse 14

96237 Ebersdorf-Frohnlach

48282 Emsdetten

32289 Rödinghausen

6004 Lucerne

GERMANY

GERMANY

GERMANY

SWITZERLAND

Contact:

Contact:

Contact:

Contact:

Telephone: +49 9562 37-0

Telephone: +49 2572 1540

Telephone: +49 5226 594190

Telephone: +41 41419 0320

E-Mail: info@schillig.de

E-Mail: info@fey.de

E-Mail: info@stoermer-kuechen.de

E-Mail: info@swisskrono.com

www.schillig.com

www.fey.de

www.stoermer-kuechen.de

www.swisskrono.com

Collection C Möbel Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH

Collection C Möbel Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH

Sompex GmbH & Co. KG

Brühl 10f

Brühl 10f

Werftstraße 20 – 22

99423 Weimar

99423 Weimar

40549 Düsseldorf

GERMANY

GERMANY

GERMANY

Contact:

Contact:

Contact:

Telephone: +49 3643 496495

Telephone: +49 3643 496495

Telephone: +49 211 5228070

E-Mail: vertrieb@collection-c.de

E-Mail: vertrieb@collection-c.de

E-Mail: villeroy-boch@sompex.de

www.collection-c.de

www.collection-c.de

www.sompex.de

Licensee for upholstered furniture (living and dining)

Licensee for box furniture (living and dining)
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Licensee for box spring and upholstered beds

Licensee for bedroom furniture

Licensee for kitchen furniture

Licensee for laminate flooring

Licensee for lighting
Villeroy&Boch brochure
Living and dining furniture
2020-01-28--1
Colour and dimensional deviations
correspond to the usual tolerances.
Assortment, model and colour
changes reserved.
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